
Sexuality Studies: an Overview

We now move away from our focus of the last nine chapters on gender and the
subfield of Feminism, to the axis of sexuality and Sexuality Studies. As I did in the
case of Feminism, I will initially provide a broad overview of the main theoretical
directions. These directions in Sex-uality Studies are not entirely different from those
we encountered in our consideration of Feminism. As a result you will find much that
is familiar in the terminologies, debates and content of this second subfield of gender/
sexuality. Nevertheless, there are some new elements and a somewhat different set of
dilemmas in Sexuality Studies from those associated with Feminism. A comparison of
these two major subfields provides a useful way of introducing Sexuality Studies.

Focus/subject

Sexuality Studies here refers to critical analyses of the existing organisation and
social meaning of sexuality and sexual identities, rather than merely descriptive
accounts of doing sex. In Sexuality Studies, as against Feminist analyses, the focus
is upon sexualities - that is, upon sexual object choice and desire - rather than upon
sexed identities - that is, gender (Cranny-Francis et al., 2003: 7-9, 17-33; Richardson,
2001: 14018). Feminist approaches typically focus on gender and usually highlight
women's positioning, even though many also discuss sexuality in tandem with this
focus. By comparison, Sexuality Studies in general have produced a much greater
volume of attention to men and their sexualities, specifically to gay men's sexual
positioning. If the main subject of Gender Studies to this day remains women (see
Carver, 1996: 4-5), then the central subject of Sexuality Studies has been gay men.
This focus occurred partly because of a residual traditional privileging of men's per-
spectives and partly because lesbians have sometimes seen themselves, and have
been seen, in relation to women's experiences. In other words, lesbians have often
been located under the umbrella of Feminist perspectives rather than as primarily
described in relation to (homo)sexuality (Jackson, 1998c: 68-9; Altman, 2001e:
5896-7). However, while Gender Studies continues to be more dominated by dis-
cussion of women's marginality, Sexuality Studies has become, at least compara-
tively, more balanced in its analyses of both gay and lesbian agendas, as well as
trans (including, for instance, transsexual, transvestite and transgender) and inter-
sex issues.'
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Orientation towards central terms

There are a number of further differences that distinguish the history and Content of
Feminism from that of Sexuality Studies. Feminism has been obsessed with debat-
ing the problem of how gender identity and women themselves might be implicated
in prescriptive and subordinating power relations. Sexuality Studies have debated in
various ways over time how sexuality and sexual identities might be complicit in
power (along similar lines to Feminism's discussion of sexed identities). However,
Sexualiry writers have also considered how sexuality might be the means to over-
coming power or at least a means of deploying power for disruptive and pleasurable
purposes. In other words, a marked distinction between Feminist and Sexuality
Studies arises in the more evidently critical reading feminists have of gender than
Sexuality Studies writers typically have of sexuality. Feminists (whether they take
gender as a given or not) share serious doubts about gender as a social institution
and set of activities. They tend to see much that is negative in it, especially for those
deemed lesser within gender regimes. Womanhood may be re-valued positively by
some feminists or at least its devaluation is questioned but gender, as a whole, is not
re-valued in positive terms. By contrast, Sexuality writers see existing sexual regimes
as problematic but frequently view not just marginalised sexual identities but sexu-
ality as a whole in quite a positive way. Sexuality writers often remain attached,
even if implicitly, to naturalistic biological assumptions regarding sexual desire or
'drive' and its association with various sexualities. For example, Libertarian argu-
ments regarding the positive benefits of the power of sexuality run through many
forms of Sexuality Studies. These elements stand in sharp contrast to the more cir-
cumspect, wary relationship which Feminism generally adopts towards forms of
social organisation.

Power

Sexuality Studies writers are overall less alienated from power and its uses. Rather the
subfield is shaped precisely by debates over whether sexuality can positively disrupt!
deploy power or is in the grip of oppressive power relations. Feminist contributors
to Sexuality Studies have generally tended to side with a view of sexuality as 'in the
grip of power' - having a more circumspect view of.sexuality (as well as gender) -
but in more recent times feminist writers have adopted a more positive view of sex-
uality. In other words, feminist contributors have increasingly adopted the more
positive orientation towards sexuality and power that is characteristic of, or at least
widespread within the Sexuality Studies subfield.

History/politics

Sexuality Studies tends to start from a rather different beginning from that of
Feminism. Where Feminism has a long and strong association with Liberalism
stretching back at least into the nineteenth century, Sexuality Studies - as a fully
articulated socially critical stance concerned with theorising/political action in order
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to promote social change - has had a more limited association with Liberalism.
Sexuality Studies gathers steam later than Feminism - that is, in the 1960s and
1970s, though certain limited beginnings are evident earlier than this (Rubin, 1984:
302) - and draws much more strongly on Marxist-inspired radicalism (Phelan,
2000). By comparison, Feminism has an earlier development, a lengthier flowering
and rather more mixed beginnings.

Sexuality Studies and its main theoretical directions

While the above comments provide some initial guidelines to understanding the criti-
cal theorising characteristic of Sexuality Studies, it is also useful to consider a range of
'histories' of this subfield of the gender/sexuality field. Such histories or overview
accounts offer different stories of developments and hence theoretical directions,
which in part depend on their 'starting point' (Seidman, 1993: 110). Three overviews
that I have found especially useful are Stephen Whittle's transgender account (1996),
Stevi Jackson's heterosexual feminist version (1999: 10~28), and Steven Seidman's
focus on gay theorising (1993).

The characteristics of the subfield of Sexuality Studies may be further contextualised
by returning to the overall picture of the gender/sexuality (GIS) field outlined in
Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.1). In that figure I identified five main theoretical trajectories
in terms of their central themes. It is useful to revisit this illustration (Figure 10.1).

These directions in the overall field of GIS theory take a particular form in'
Sexuality Studies. The five main trajectories outlined in Figure 10.2 in some ways
parallel those in Feminism, but also show certain specific features. The first two may
be termed (1) Emancipatory and (2) Sexuality Difference (singular identity politics)
frameworks. The remaining three all offer critiques of singular difference and
may be described as frameworks which focus on (3) (Multiple) Differences - for
example, race/ethnicity/imperialism (REI) approaches, (4) Social Constructionism
and (5) Postmodernism - that is, Queer Theory.

Figure 10.1 Map of the gender/sexuality field: continuum and directions

POSTMODERNISMMODERNISM
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Figure 10.2 Map of Sexuality Studies: continuum and directions
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I provided in Chapter 1a brief overview of the main directions in Feminist Studies
and then elaborated in following chapters more detailed accounts of these directions
and particular authors/texts. In the same way in this initial chapter introducing
Sexuality Studies I will provide a short account of the main directions and in following
chapters discuss them in more detail.

1 The Human: Modernist Emancipatory/Liberationist

Under this broad heading within Sexuality Studies there are a number of different
substreams.
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1(a} Liberal human rights
These approaches existed, in limited form, prior to the development of a fully
formed critical Sexuality Studies approach. Such approaches were not necessarily
pro-homosexuality, but were anti-discrimination and supported homosexuals as
members of the universal 'Human'. Anti-discrimination sentiments can be found in
late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century sympathetic medical, legal, psycholog-
ical and sexological discussions of sexual pathologies/deviance (usually undertaken
by sympathetic heterosexuals) and in organisations like the 'homophile movement',
which advocated homosexual assimilation into full citizenship.' Liberal assimila-
tionism is still pursued in popularist heterosexual attempts to support homosexual
'rights' and indeed arguably continues to be the public face of same-sex politics;'
even if this vantage point is not so well accepted among most Sexuality Studies writ-
ers. Perhaps such a liberal 'rights' focus in the public arena is no surprise given that
homosexuals remain, after all, the only group in modern Western democracies which
is still formally unequal before the law (Whittle, 1996; Johnson, 2002; Phelan,
2001). (Other groups may still experience substantial informal discrimination but
do have equal status as citizens before the law.)

1(b) Liberationist and libertarian: Gay Liberation
By the 1960s and early 1970s, the generally ineffective assimilationist model that had

. existed prior to this time was largely overrun by a much more radical same-sex posi-
tion. This approach offered a liberationist and libertarian stance under the banner of
'Gay Liberation' and notions of 'sexual revolution'. It viewed the history of critical
Sexuality Studies as beginning 'after Stonewall', after a riot protesting against a
police raid on a gay men's meeting place called Stonewall Inn became a broader
rebellion against socially legitimated attacks on the homosexual community. The
rebellion was described in terms of liberation for all, and to some extent drew on
African-American 'Black Power' models of political struggle. 'Gay Liberation' (then
describing a coalition between gays and lesbians) was a movement for human sexual
liberation (Seidman, 1993: 114-15). Insofar as sexual liberation was seen as the
struggle against romanticised, marital, genital and singularly male penetrative desires
as the prescriptive norm of sexuality, 'Gay Liberation' was viewed as the vanguard
of the revolution. Its intention was to throw off repression and assert an innate poly-
morphous sexuality - that is, throw off the oppressive strictures of social condition-
ing and revel in a foundational formless sexuality that does not demarcate or prohibit
desires and pleasures. Gay Liberation combined Modernist Iiberationism and
Modernist libertarianism, synthesising notions of throwing off power with concep-
tions of a natural, currently repressed sexuality as the source of the true self and the
true society. Writers like Dennis Altman (see Chapter 11) exemplified this now largely
disavowed viewpoint in Sexuality Studies, a viewpoint that may be summarised as
sexuality overthrowing power.

1(c) Women's Liberation
A third element of Modernist Emancipatory Sexuality Studies may be found in the
Contribution of 'second-wave' feminists (see Chapter 1 and Glossary for accounts of
second-wave feminism). Many commentators describe the beginnings of Sexuality
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Studies in terms of same-sex analyses- that is, as arising out of writings from the
homosexual/gay male movement - and as starting from Stonewall. However, theo-
rists like Stevi Jackson (who writes from a heterosexual feminist perspective) and to
some extent Stephen Whittle (writing from the perspective of transgender issues),
note the work of Liberationist feminists in the 1960s and 1970s who developed a
critique of heterosexuality.

Unlike Gay Liberation thinkers, these Liberationist feminists perceived sexuality
as intimately tied to normative power. Women's Liberation developed a critique of
existing heterosexuality as about a male model of sexuality in which penetrative sex
is sex, and everything else is 'foreplay' - that is, just the preliminaries before 'the real
thing'. Such a critical analysis of the problematic character of the social framing of
heterosexuality also encouraged the development of discussions about other forms
of sexuality such as masturbation and celibacy, topics that tended to disappear in
discussions of women's sexuality after this time. Women's Liberation writers also
noted links between (hetero}sexuality and violence, directing attention to a range of
related issues, including rape, child abuse and harassment, as well as generally rais-
ing questions about conventional assumptions concerning sexual practice. Notions
of men's sexuality as helplessly driven plumbing and of sexuality itself as driven by
men's supposedly innate 'needs' were the subject of caustic, sometimes witty debate
(see, for example, Koedt, 1972). In the process, (hetero}sexuality was taken from the
realm of the simply natural and entirely personal and re-examined in terms of the
political, in terms of the dynamics of power.

Over time Women's Liberation became divided over whether heterosexuality was
inevitably problematic for women and therefore irredeemable, or not. Increasingly,
heterosexual and lesbian women came to be at odds on this point, although the
debate was not simply drawn along these group lines (Jackson, 1999: 13-15). The
Women's Liberation position can be summarised overall as drawing attention to
power within sexuality, conceiving sexuality as a form of power, and not as having
an innocent or 'natural' beneficent status.

The dual themes of celebratory libertarian Gay Liberation (sometimes described
as 'pro-sex') and wary Women's Liberation approaches, were in many ways to be

.reworked over and over again in Sexuality Studies for the next thirty years or more.
In this context, it is also useful to distinguish somewhat between Sexuality Studies
and sexuality politics. While Radical political agendas like Gay Liberation have
been a feature of Sexuality Studies, assimilationist liberalism has never been a strong
element in this form of theorising. However, reformist agendas like assimilationist
liberalism have tended to remain significant within same-sex activism (see Glossary
for the term Reformism).

2 Sexuality (singular) Difference: Modernist Identity politics
(Gay and Lesbian Studies)

The second major theoretical direction in Sexuality Studies parallels developments
in Identity politics in other social movements, including Feminism. By the late 1970s
and 1980s the unstable coalition in 'Gay Liberation' between gays and lesbians was
replaced by separatist identity-based approaches. Such approaches may be seen as
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drawing upon an 'ethnic minority' model of homosexuality. Rather than homosexual-
ity being conceived as a diffuse possibility available to all, it was increasingly associated
with particular easily identifiable characteristics, 'types' of people, and distinct com-
munities (Ehrenreich, 1983; see also Altman, 2001: 5896; Seidman, 1993: 117-26). As
the ethnic minority model gathered force, many lesbians became less convinced that
their experiences were recognised under the supposedly inclusive banner of homosex-
ual identity. Instead, they aligned themselves with women's concerns and left Gay
Liberation for the Women's Liberation Movement." The separate gay men's movement
which arose from this split spawned a 'gay studies' approach which remained strongly
Libertarian regarding sexuality, while lesbian analyses tended to become more strongly
bonded with Women's Liberation and developed in this context along the lines of a
'woman-centred' approach (see Chapter 4). In such an approach lesbians and hetero-
sexual women were seen as sharing a common female identity and experience.
Sexuality, as a critical point of difference, tended to be downgraded or de-ernphasised
in 'women-centred' thinking. Nevertheless, in the woman-centred model, lesbians were
cast as valorising woman-to-woman connections and thus they were granted a kind of
vanguard status as the most woman-centred of all women, the most womanly in a pol-
itics based on identity as women. Heterosexual women increasingly faded from view in
Sexuality Studies at this time, as they were seen in the women-centred model as both
committed to a sexual practice that was mired in conformity to power and invested in
men - that is, less committed to women (Jackson, 1999: 13-15; Marotta, 1980;
Richardson, 1993a: 83-93; Phelan, 1989; Blasius and Phelan, 1997).

3 Multiple Differences: including sexual minority and 'race'/ethnicity/
imperialism theorising

By the late 1980s and 1990s these separate categories of sexual identity politics began
to be questioned in Sexuality Studies, as they also were in Feminism. Many gays and
lesbians expressed frustration with the divisiveness of identity politics (Smyth, 1997:
362-4). Relatedly, the limitations of thesupposedly all embracing sexual identities,
'gay' and 'lesbian', became the subject of increasing concern.

These identities were questioned on the grounds of Identity Differences within sexual
categories, which disrupted the neat homogeneity assumed by gay and lesbian identity
politics. I outline below several examples of the kinds of questioning which clearly
disrupted the gay/lesbian binary of separatist politics, and even began to raise new
doubts concerning the heterosexual/homosexual binary.

First, lesbian 'sex radicals', who supported the more libertarian 'sexuality as pleasure'
position associated with gay men's politics, began to mount a rejection of Women's
Liberationist thinking. They refuted the negative account of sexuality as a mechanism
of oppressive power associated with such thinking and developed a rejection of its
emphatic insistence on non-penetrative, non-aggressive 'vanilla' sex. These lesbian 'sex
radicals' turned their backs upon the notion of a shared womanhood which should
be placed centre stage and, instead of following a Women's Liberationist 'women-
centred' approach, began to promote a new gay/lesbian coalition. Following Gayle
Rubin (1984, 1994), they suggested that the women-centred model revolved around
a prescriptive conception of 'the good woman', of authentic womanhood, which was
'so heavily prohibitive as to make feminism resemble a sexual temperance movement'
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(Wiegman, 2001a: 370; see also Chapter 12, note 2 and brief discussion in Chapter 18).
By contrast, lesbian sex radicals actively supported SM (consensual sadomasochist)
sexuality, butch-femme lesbian identities and the beneficial uses of pornography.
Moreover, contrary to women-centred approaches, they insisted that such practices
were not simply an imitation of the heterosexual prescriptive norm or of patriarchal
relations of dominance and subordination. Gayle Rubin's (1994: 78) position is
indicative: 'I looked at sex deviants and frankly they didn't strike me as the apotheo_
sis of patriarchy' (see also Califia, 1980, 1996; Wechsler, 1981; for a related overview
of the 'sex war' debates, see Echols, 1983a).

This advocacy of minority and marginalised sexual identities was in many ways
anathema to women-centred lesbian feminists, who stressed overthrowing power rela-
tions in sexuality.' For these lesbian feminists a feminist sexuality involved rethinking
the assumptions of women's normative positioning in heterosexuality such that it Was
necessarily about egalitarian and loving relationships (rather than about women's sex-
ual domination, objectification and reduction to mere sexual usage). Hence, a feminist
sexuality could not include the invocation of dominant/subordinate roles and the use
of pain that are the stuff of SM sexual play.

Debates over the relationship between power and sexuality in the so-called 'sex wars'
of the 1980s placed in doubt the self-evident unity of the category 'lesbian' (and their
place in the feminist category of 'women') but largely did not involve heterosexual
women or analysis of the homosexual/heterosexual binary. This was a dispute for the
most part about lesbianism and lesbian sexuality (jackson, 1999: 15). It also increasingly
had some links with other sexual minority issues, such as transsexual!transgenderl
intersex issues (Califia, 1983a, 1983b; for the counter-view in the sex wars regarding
'trans' issues, see Raymond, 1979).

Further examples of the growing critique of notions of homogeneous gay and les-
bian sexual identities arose not only from other sexual minorities, but also from those
drawing attention to race/ethnicity/imperialism identities. Gays and lesbians from
minority cultures stressed the ways in which their experiences were largely excluded
from 'mainstream' sexuality politics and noted, for example, ways in which racel
ethnicity/imperialism and class issues might be more crucial for them than sexual iden-
tity (Gomez, 1999; Goldman, 1996; Roen, 2001). Such approaches, like those from
bisexual and transgendered persons, indicated how the positioning of minorities rep-
resented a disruption of gay/lesbian identities (Rust, 1995; Sturgis, 1996). Moreover,
bisexual and transgender identities also disrupted the homosexual/heterosexual and
gender distinctions upon which the categories gay and lesbian rest. For example, if a
female-to-male (FTM) transgendered person is attracted to women, does this sexual
identity register as heterosexual and/or as lesbian? If sexuality is seen as following
gender identity, then perhaps this FTM person is heterosexual, but if sexuality is seen
as following biological/anatomical sex perhaps this person is lesbian. If sexuality is
viewed as having no particular relationship to either gender or supposedly self-evident
sex, then this sexuality could be described not as heterosexual or lesbian but instead
as both/neither. However the position of transgendered individuals is understood, it
calls into question gay and lesbian identity politics.

Finally, certain practical political moments in the early 1990s raised serious diffi-
culties regarding the coherence of gay and lesbian identities, as well as the coherence
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of the identity homosexual in the homo/hetero binary. These political moments
involved the public rejection and expulsion of certain groups from gay and lesbian
organisations, clearly indicating the precarious meaning of identity 'membership' and
raising uncertainties regarding the grounds for an identity-based sexuality politics.
Two instances are relevant here. The North American ManIBoy Love Association
(NAMBLA) was expelled in 1994 from ILGA (a worldwide confederation of lesbian
and gay organisations founded in 1978) after a decade of involvement in the latter
confederation. This occurred in the wake of ILGA gaining consultative status to the
UN Economic and Social Council in 1993. NAMBLA was ultimately positioned
during this controversy as not belonging within homosexual collective politics and, in
particular, as outside (legitimate) gay male politics. In a parallel move, the producers
of the nineteenth Michigan Womyn's Music Festival (MWMF) - a women-only event
in the USA initiated in 1976 - were faced with enforcing a 1991 policy which limited
attendance to 'wornyn-born women', thus excluding transsexual and intersex persons
identifying as women. The ILGA and MWMF instances involve policing notions of
legitimate/authentic collective identities invoked within sexuality identity politics, but
also the difficulties attached to doing so (Garnson, 1997).

All of the examples outlined above disrupted any simple notion of gay, lesbian and
homosexual identity political groupings. Growing concern about these discrete cate-
gories gave rise to greater stress on plural identities and increasing fragmentation.

4 Relational Power: Social Constructionism

The separate categories of gay and lesbian in (singular) Sexuality Difference frame-
works were not only subjected to criticism by a range of thinkers discussing (multi-
ple) Differences. Social Constructionists also mounted a challenge to sexual identity
politics (see Chapters 12 and 13). The Social Constructionist framework did not
necessarily disrupt identity categories completely - indeed Social Constructionist
writers typically continue to validate the categories - but rather rejected 'essential-
ist' tendencies in them. This framework, rather than assuming that sexual identity
categories have a set essence or character, outlined the changing historical forms of
sexual identities and their links to wider social and 'material' processes. Both gay
and feminist contributors to Social Con~tructionism also expressed significant
doubts concerning libertarian accounts of an essential foundational sexuality, and
~oted - in keeping with Feminism's overall emphasis - that sexuality is implicated
IIi and part of the negative, oppressive operations of power.

5 Fluidity/Instability: Postmodern Sexuality Studies (Queer Theory)

By the 1990s doubts regarding identity politics which had developed in the 1980s had
?een reworked into a more thorough-going refusal. The growing stress on multiple
~dentities that had been associated with the increasing disavowal led into a critique of
lde~tity categorisation per se. However, the strands of the critique that stressed (liber-
~nan) se~ua.lity as pleasure and plural identities were taken up, while the Social

onstrUctlollIst concern with sexuality as part of systemic material power relations
was relatively de-emphasised, In the 1990s Postmodern positions influenced by inter-
pretations of the work of Michel Foucault were strongly advanced. Such positions
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resisted Identity terms like gay and lesbian in favour of perspective-oriented analyses
described as poststructuralist, postmodern or Queer (Seidman, 1993: 127-35). They
included both those analyses which continued to link gender and sexuality analysis
(for example, Queer feminists like Judith Butler, whose work is outlined in Chapters
8 and 9) and those which refused any connection between gender and sexuality
(arguably many, if not most, Queer theorists).

In these Postmodern approaches there is a strong awareness of sexuality as a part
of power but power relations in plural sexualities become themselves a source for
self-fashioning and pleasure rather than simply negative and subordinating. In this
sense, power is seen in positive productive terms as a means of subverting the sin-
gularity of normative power/sexuality by de-rnassifying and fragmenting it. If sexu-
ality is no longer confined to one heterosexual path defined by a gendered binary
opposition of men and women, then sexualised power can be produced in many
places and can disrupt any simple 'othering' of marginalised sexual groups. The
PostmoderniQueer and 'pro-sex' approach is now the predominant position within
Sexuality Studies, even though gay and lesbian identity-oriented activism remains a
major popularist point of reference.

Conclusion

In studying the subfield of Sexuality Studies we must corne to grips not only with
Modernist-Postmodern disputes over identity, as we did in Feminism, but also with
debates concerning sexual desire and pleasure. These debates occur for example in
relation to libertarianism and the 'sex wars' about notions of women's pleasure
mentioned earlier. The debates place at odds those who affirm the positive possibil-
ities of sexuality and those who insist we must consider the problems and dangers
of sexuality and pleasure. Desire itself, it seems, can be questioned. Feminism asks
us to wonder about who we are. Now we also begin to wonder about what we
feel/want/desire in our most intimate moments.

Notes

1. For a brief account of terms associated with 'trans' and 'intersexual', see Valentine and
Kulick, 2001: 15888-93; for a detailed discussion see Chapters 14 and 21.

2. For an analysis of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century anti-discrimination views,
see Weeks, 1985: Chapter 4. For analysis of homophile organisations, see Seidman, 1993: 111;
Cranny-Francis et aI., 2003: 30-1; Martin and Lyon, 1972; D'Emilio, 1983; Weeks, [1977]
1990; Adam, 1995; Segal, 1997: section 1; Shepard, 2001; and Altman, 2001: 5895-6.

3. See for example, A. Sullivan, 1996; Shepard, 2001. Responses to Sullivan include
Warner, 1999; Vaid, 1995; Phelan, 2000.

4. Gender conflicts arose in many Western countries as lesbians increasingly criticised the
failure of the often male-dominated homosexual political movement to consider women's
issues. See Adam et al., 1999.

5. This position is put forward most explicitly by writers like Sheila Jeffreys (1990, 1994a),
Kathleen Barry (1982) and Janice Raymond (1979; Linden et aI., 1982).
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Modernist Liberationism: Altman

When discussing the Modernist beginnings of Feminism, I focused on Liberal
feminism as an example, and put to one side the more politically radical forms of
Modernist feminism - that is, Liberationist feminisms such as Marxist/Socialist and
Radical feminisms. While I suggested several different sources on these feminisms, I
did not discuss them -largely because they have already been the subject of extended
analysis within feminist texts. In my examination of Modernist accounts within
Sexuality Studies, however, I intend to rectify this omission and consider the more
radical versions of Modernism. I will adopt this kind of strategy throughout the
book. Approaches or issues that are mentioned only in passing in relation to one
subfield of gender/sexuality theory will be picked up in another. The aim here is to
be reasonably comprehensive without being overly repetitive.

In this context, I introduce the first writer to be discussed under the umbrella of
Sexuality Studies, Dennis Altman. Altman's work provides a clear instance of radical
Liberationist Modernism. Dennis Altman is an Australian academic and activist. He
wrote one of the most influential early texts in the area of Sexuality Studies. His analy-
sis is interesting to consider because he has observed and contributed to Sexuality
Studies over a long period: from its associations with the youthful exuberance of the
activist 1960s and 1970s, followed by its difficult days in the politically conservative
1980s with the advent of the AIDS virus in the West, and of late its connections with
both Queer Theory and with materialist consumerism. (Schneider, 1999: 4). Altman's
comments on the tensions in current LGBTI (lesbianlbisexuallgay/trans/intersex)
politics - for example, on the tensions between advocates of assimilation into the
capitalist status quo and the anti-assimilationism typically associated with Queer -
are informed by his own extensive experience in this movement.

The significance of his work in Sexuality Studies lies in the fact that it provides
the archetypal theoretical expression of 'Gay Liberation' which, as he notes, was an
inclusive term in the 1960s/70s (Altman, 1999: 27). In its aims at least, 'Gay
Liberation' included both gay men and lesbians. Altman initially developed a 'Gay
Liberation' theoretical model, a Modernist Liberationist mode of theorising, in his
1971 publication, Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation (see also [1971]1996).
The title concisely sums up the approach. It is a theoretical model that is macro in
scope and sees power as oppression/repression (as negative). Power is viewed here
as something you can throw off, to reveal a self liberated from power, a self that is
free. As you will now be aware, this is classic Modernist territory.

However, unlike the more mixed and attenuated Modernist beginnings of
Feminism as a mode of political theorising and action, the Modernist beginnings of
Sexuality Studies were somewhat less entwined with Liberal reformist Modernism.
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The importance of Dennis ~ltma~l:s w~rk is ind.icative ?f the rat~er more radical
overall character of Modernist wrrtrngs in Sexuality Studies. Sexuality Studies dOe
of course, contain a tradition of assimilationist reformist approaches (for instanc 5,

the pre-1960s 'homophile movement' which basically asked for little more than to~:
erance},' but it has drawn more crucially upon the 1960s and 1970s radicalism of
both 'Gay Liberation' and aspects of 'Women's Liberation'.

Dennis Airman was a critical spokesperson for 'Gay Liberation'. His work exem_
plifies its tensions as well as the character of its continuing impact on each SUcces_
sive wave of theorising in the Sexuality Studies subfield over the last thirty years Or
so. In other words, Altman is not merely an established scholar in this subfield
about whom we should all learn as a matter of antiquarian interest. Though som~
writers, like Shane Phelan (2000), suggest that the 'liberarionist' stance with which
Altman is associated is 'now virtually unknown andlor discredited', there are Sev-
eral reasons why his work remains critical to Sexuality Studies.

First, Altman has continued to write. Throughout the 1970s, 19805, 1990s and'
2000s he has continued to contribute ideas on a wide range of issues. This Work
has offered a radical political position, an unapologetically 'Left wing' approach.
Therefore, his work provides an important and continuing counterpoint to many
other theorists in the field of Sexuality Studies. In short, his work offers an ongoing,
not just historically interesting, position in the subfield.

Secondly, Altman's early work remains relevant to this ongoing POSItion. As
Altman himself notes, he has not abandoned his early 'Gay Liberation' views that
were first expressed in Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation (Altman, 1999).
Indeed, Altman asserts that 'Gay Liberation' thinking set the agenda for most of the
significant questions we are still dealing with today, as well as playing an important
role in shaping the political activism of AIDS groups (Altman, 1994, 1999, 2001e).
For this reason it is clearly worth going back to the early material.

Moreover, his work can indeed be said to contain elements or strands which remain
significant in newer forms of theorising. In other words, we need to consider 'Gay
Liberation' as both an influence upon, and also perhaps as having direct linkage with,
these newer forms of thinking. For example, Altman himself suggests links between Gay
Liberation and Queer theorising. Why is it useful to attend to such influences and/or
links? To the degree that newer forms of thinking reflect earlier ones, it becomes useful
to examine the earlier positions to help us understand more about what is being argued
today. Just as looking at nineteenth-century Liberal feminists like Mary Wollstonecraft
and Sojourner Truth helps us to understand a whole range of present-day feminist views,
just as looking at the early work of Mary Daly helps us to understand that of Judith
Butler, the same may be said in this instance regarding Sexuality Studies.

These points also indicate that we cannot simply ignore or dismiss viewpoints on the
basis that they were developed at an earlier point than those emerging today. Prior
development does not necessarily mean that it is outmoded. It is indeed, as many con-
temporary theorists insist, a mistake to assume that history moves in a seamless line
towards ever more enlightened thinking such that present-day thought is always better
than that which is older. The difference between newer and more longstanding posi-
tions may simply be one of political stance, rather than simply of age. In short, debates
between newer and older positions are political, not merely a matter of history moving
along. They are just as political as debates between theorists of newer positions.
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Having outlined why we might look at Altman as an example of a Radical (rather
than Liberal assimilationist) Modernist - as an example of Liberationist Modernism-
I will now turn to the plan for the chapter. I intend initially to place his early work
in its political, historical context and then to clarify the liberationist and libertarian
elements in his works, including some tensions between these elements. Finally, I
will briefly discuss how these elements are picked up in more recent sexuality think-
ing and how they tell us something about ongoing tension/debates in the field.

Context

In the late 1960s Altman was in the USA. He apparently thrived in a heady atmos-
phere of social transformation. At this time the civil rights, anti-Vietnam War and
New Left movements were on the rise, and the Women's Movement was reborn (see
also Chapter 10 for a brief discussion of this period). This atmosphere of high hopes
and burgeoning claims to just treatment produced perhaps the pivotal moment for
Sexuality Studies in the West, the Stonewall riots of June 1969. The Stonewall Inn
was a New York gay meeting place and subject to routine police raids in this period
of criminalised male homosexuality. However, in June 1969 a police raid was the
last straw and led to several days of rioting. 'Gay' people, gay men in particular, had
had enough. In the same year the GLF (Gay Liberation Front) was formed (Teal,
1971; Bronski, 1998; Weeks [1977] 1990). Its name was intended to suggest an
analogous political struggle to that undertaken by Marxian Liberation Fronts in the
developing world. Fairly quickly after this, a group calling itself the GAA (Gay
Activist Alliance) split off from the GLF to focus on legislative reform and decrimi-
nalising homosexuality. The GAA had a very specific focus on reforms related to
homosexuals only - that is, it was a Liberal organisation concerned with attaining
rights for homosexuals within the existing social system (Shepard, 2001). The GLF
accused the GAA of being white, sexist and politically timid. More recently, writers
describe the difference in approach towards assimilation as 'the suits' versus 'the
sluts' (Ibid.). In other words, a similar political division is still evident today.

Altman's 1971 book Homosexual: Oppression and Liberation was written in the
aftermath of Stonewall. It charted the development of GLF thinking, a Liberationist
approach that was not always accepted by the 'mainstream' Left and was always under
attack by the Christian and political Right in the USA. Perhaps for this reason it took
until 1979, ten years after Stonewall, before the first national gay and lesbian march
Was held in the USA (Ibid.). This brief period of lively and optimistic political activism
between the late 1960s and 1970s was soon to be almost swallowed up (Altman, 1999;
Katz, 1983).2 The political climate for 'gay' activism was increasingly constrained by a
Right-wing political swing in the early 1980s which led to Ronald Reagan's election as
President of the USA, Margaret Thatcher's election as the British Prime Minister, and
the broad emergence of a 'neo-conservative' agenda in the West.3 This political context
coalesced with the rise of the AIDS epidemic in the West which threatened the very exis-
tence of gay communities, whatever their politics (Altman, 2001e: 5897; Shepard,
1997; Dalton, 1999a). No wonder these communities hunkered down in a defensive
Identity politics which stressed internal unity/homogeneity, while at the same time
refUSingto become invisible (Altman, 1979, 1982a, 1982b; Seidman, 1993: 116-17).
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We can see .from t~is brief historical background t~at Altman's famous book;"~
Homo~exual arIses. during a period between the pr:dommanc.e of large~y. ineffectual
reformist concerns In the 1950s and the gay and lesbian separatist and actIvist cornrn .
niry orientation of the 1980s. Importantly, the 'Gay Liberation' moment was not uniqu-
to the USA (Khan, 1999: 26-7; Altman, 200le: 5896). Radical Liberationist Modernis

ue

was a feature of same-sex movements in Western capitalist countries around the wOrl~

Content

What is the content of 'Gay Liberation', of Modernist Liberationist approaches in
Sexuality Studies? 'Gay Liberation' theory was a synthesis of two main traditions: a
Libertarian approach to sexuality which offers a 'pro-sex' individualism or human_
ism, and a Liberationist approach which stresses group/collective identity in revolu-
tionary struggle for social justice. These two tendencies are not always at ease with
one another, as Altman's own work shows (Ashbolt, 1998: 54). Later developments
in Sexuality Studies often involved separating them out and revealed their potentially
different trajectories. However, in 'Gay Liberation', Libertarianism and Liberationism
were brought together. In this form of thinking, freeing up sexuality was the means
to freedom (liberation) from the repressive status quo.

Gay Liberation Theory grew out of Marxism, but in particular out of the work of
Herbert Marcuse (1955, 1969) (Phelan, 2000; Crozier, 1991: 90-8; Robertson, 1993:
301-2; Ambercrombie et aI., 1988: 145; Held, 1980: Chapters 4 and 8). Marcuse made
use of the writings of both Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud.4 From Marx, Marcuse takes
a Liberationist stance and from Freud an understanding of sexual repression that
informs his Libertarianism. In Marcuse's book Eros and Civilisation (1955) he inte-
grated themes of grouplcollective struggle and of sexual freedom. Altman drew heavily'
upon this text. Along with many others in the 1970s (for related works of the same
period, see Mieli, 1977; and Hocquenghem, 1978); Altman asserted (following
Marcuse) that the disciplinary strictures of capitalist society demanded 'guilt and renun-
ciation'. However, without capitalist society's insistence upon the obedient, docile,
money and time-controlled worker, 'wewould all be polymorphously perverse, free to
experience pleasure with a variety of different partners' and in a variety of different
ways (Phelan, 2000).

What is the basis of Altman's integration of Marx and Freud via Marcuse? In the first
instance, the Liberationist element of Altman's version of 'Gay Liberation' thinking drew
upon Marxism. Karl Marx is a social theorist of revolution. In the 1960s and 1970s he
was the theorist of revolutionary politics. As Craig Johnston (1999), an Australian gay
activist, noted of the period, everybody who was anybody was a Marxist.

Marx argued that conflict was at the heart of class-divided (hierarchical) societies.
Injustice bred conflict. For Marx the crucial conflict was broadly between those who
have and those who don't. Those property owners who own or control the 'means'
by which we produce things (tools, food, and so on), necessarily gain a privileged
position over those who do not. The 'means' include owning or controlling people,
money or technology/machinery. Marx outlined an inequitable divide between owners/
controllers of the 'means of production' over those who do not own/control produc-
tion but instead are themselves owned (slaves) or controlled (for example, workers).
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This divide, he argued, fuels conflict until there is a revolutionary break in the existing
social order. Just as the rising capitalist class overthrew the feudal aristocracy, so
roo, Marx hypothesised, would the power and privileges of the capitalist class be
threatened in turn by the workers and their supporters. He postulated that the
divide between the rich and poor would grow ever greater over time, exacerbating
conflict and injustice, leading finally to a revolt and the revolutionary development
of a new kind of society in which all would be treated justly at last.

Marcuse is described as a neo-Marxist because, among others in the so-called
'Frankfurt School', he developed a revised version of Marxism which de-ernphasised
economic divisions in favour of a more socio-cultural analysis and he saw revolu-
tion in broader terms than working-class struggle. You can see here why Altman
and others in Gay Liberation might have found Marx and Marcuse's interpretation
of Marxism congenial reading. In the period of 1960s and 1970s Gay Liberation,
male homosexuality was still a criminal act and homosexuality was seen at best as
a psychiatric illness or at worst as deviant, degenerate andlor sinful. The Marcusian
Liberationist notion of homosexuals as an underclass, who exemplified the margin-
alised and their struggle for justice, cast homosexuals as capitalist society's natural
enemies and put them in the position that Marx had placed the working class.
Homosexuals' sufferings and rejection could now be reinterpreted, not as an error
in the natural order or as an individual sin or disability, but in political terms and
as part of a broader alternative struggle for a better society.

Secondly, Altman's approach linked this Marxian Liberationist model with sexu-
ality (rather than economics) via Marcuse's use of Freud. Marcuse, like others in the
Frankfurt School, was a German who escaped from Nazism to the USA in the
1930s. His work linked Nazism, totalitarianism and capitalism with sexual repres-
sion. This linkage was further developed in Altman's 'Gay Liberation' thinking.
Altman took from Marcuse's reading of Freud the conception of a polymorphous
libido, a natural sexual energy or life force conceived as a biological drive - a pri-
mordial innate force emanating from the individual - which is then repressed by
social requirements and reshaped into an acceptably normative self. Altman made
use of the Freudian notion of the sexual as an innate universal Human attribute that
determines the self and is at odds with social order. However, against Freud's over-
all endorsement of the social order which 'civilises' polymorphous sexuality, Altman
Uses Marx to argue for a liberation of the sexual as producing a more natural,
healthy social life. The liberation of sexuality is seen by Altman, in his early work,
as necessarily producing social transformation and undermining capitalism. In an
article published in 1999, Altman looks back on this early viewpoint and argues that
'Gay Liberation' did not foresee how capitalism could make use of a proliferation of
sexual choices. His recent work extends this analysis. However, despite his reassess-
ment of the political benefits of proliferating sexual choices, especially in terms of his
concern with countering capitalism, Altman's work continues to express a Libertarian
stance, as we shall shortly see.

Gay Liberation, along with some elements of Women's Liberation, created a 'pro-
sex' vision of sexuality as the means to cultural revolution. For Altman, 'gay was a
revolutionary identity capable of disarming institutions which pathologized sexuality',
Including institutions like education, the police force, psychiatry, among others. The
Gay Liberation Front was a movement for social justice and not just for homosexuals.
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This political movement 'would free us all from the shame, guilt and sin that attached
to sexual activity and would expose the rigidities of gender' as well (Ashbolt, 1998: 54).
As David Pattent, an AIDS activist, puts it, 'Gay Liberation was about more than
just coming out .... It was about allowing all people to come out as who they are
(emphasis added)' (Ibid.). Similarly, a former GLF member, Jack Nichols says: 'I
began hoping ... for a final melting of gay/straight divisions and the creating of a
sexually integrated society in which everybody would be free to love and make love
without self identifying through specialized sexual labels' (Ibid.).

There is in this comment an idea of a 'liberated uncategorized sexuality' shared
by all and of the 'abolishing of sexual categories', as Altman puts it (Ibid.; Altman,
1999). Perhaps you can already begin to see why Altman directly connects Gay
Liberation with Postmodern/Queer Theory.

Tensions/debates

Despite these possible connections, Gay Liberation offered a strongly Modernist
approach. The Marxian Liberationist element within Gay Liberation involves over-
throwing power to reveal a 'true' shared and universal humanity that can be free of
power. This can be achieved through group/collective struggle to release a common
human nature repressed by power. The Libertarian element of the analysis is equally
Modernist, in that the universal natural foundation that is to be liberated by politi-
cal struggle is sexual. While Liberationism and Libertarianism are both Modernist
in orientation and both contribute to Gay Liberation, they indicate potentially dif-
ferent political trajectories in Modernist thought.

Libertarianism politically sits somewhat uneasily alongside a Liberationist orientation.
Libertarianism holds that all people have certain inalienable rights which can never be
taken away in the name or interests of the collective. Gay Liberation Libertarianism
asserts sexual rights as inalienable and not to be removed by the social and collective
body politic. In other words, society, governments, social institutions or agents have no
right to intervene in sexuality. This deep distrust of social intervention and government
is grounded in a strongly individualist, extreme 'or zealous liberalism. The rights of indi-
viduals, in this case sexual rights, are paramount.

Some versions of Libertarianism are not surprisingly highly conservative. For example,
in the 1980s nee-liberal political leaders like Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan pur-
sued an economic Libertarianism that refused notions of collective good or social respon-
sibility and on this basis cut back on public services, welfare and publicly funded education
in the name of the unfettered individual and individual responsibility. Such forms of (eco-
nomic) Libertarian individualism also remain popular in Australia's current conservative
government. The Libertarian individualist, anti-'social' stance sits awkwardly with a
Socialist or broadly Left-wing emphasis on grouplcollective struggle to overthrow capital-
ism. Yet Gay Liberation and Altman's work straddles precisely this conundrum.

On the one hand, Altman proposes a strongly collectivist, anti-capitalist revolu-
tion and is dismissive of 'do what you like, be what you want to be' forms of
politics (Willett, 1999: 55), as party to Liberal consumer capitalism. In Global Sex
(2001a), for example, Altman outlines the relationship between the commodification
and export of Western sexual culture/sexual identities and an essentially American
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globalising capitalism (Altman, 2001b, 2002). He notes, in other words, that the
globalisation of Western sexual permissiveness can support the spreading grip of capi-
talist agendas. Furthermore, as noted earlier, he has pointed out in recent times that he
failed to foresee in the 1960s and 1970s that capitalism and the repressive sexual order
of the West are not necessarily one and the same thing (Altman, 1999). The overthrow
of sexual repression does not, he now argues, necessarily result in an overthrow of
capitalism. Moreover, in his far-reaching analysis of non-Western countries in Global
Sex, he suggests that capitalism and increased sexual freedom can happily co-exist and
indeed support one another. In this analysis sexual freedom is not an unproblematic
good. Altman's commitment to a Left politics seems at times to override or at least raise
doubts about his Libertarian goals.

Similarly, in his article 'On not speaking' (2001d: 13), he very carefully suggests that
progressive politics requires more than simply 'doing your own thing'. He notes his own
waverings between a strongly essentialist identity politics, in which only those from the
marginalised group under discussion may speak, and a scepticism about strict sexual or
ethnic identities which draws upon contributions to understanding homosexuality from
beyond the identity community. There is no question here in this discussion about the
Identity politics of a Libertarian 'do as you will' approach. Altman displays a deep con-
cern with developing a balanced political programme, rather than pursuing a politics of
individual voices. Individualism in this example is clearly sacrificed to collective interest,
to a collective good achieved in political action. On much the same grounds, he insists
that mainstream political theorists should pay attention to the. collective character of
the gay community and is understandably piqued by Putnam's generalised view that
American society is becoming increasingly less communal. Altman's assertion that such
an analysis simply ignores the remarkably strong same-sex sense of community, as
demonstrated during the AIDS crisis, is clearly not motivated by an individualist politics
(Altman, 2001c; see also Altman, 1995).

On the other hand, he continues to speak from the 1970s to the present day in iden-
tifiably Libertarian terms. In Defying Gravity; A Political Life (1997) (see Ashbolt,
1998) he mentions an earlier 1982 article in which he passionately defended gay bath-
houses. He continues to support the basic argument of this earlier piece of writing, insist-
ingon sexual freedom, including his view that not all sex between children and adults is
inherently exploitative. His definition of 'children', though critical to assessments of his
argument, is unfortunately somewhat vague. It may include young teenagers, though not
pre-pubescents. He also defends casual sex even with those one hates. Desire, even for
the politically antithetical, is never questioned. It remains an unproblematised good.
Despite concerns about racism and sexism, his pro-sex agenda does not allow him to be
critical of Gay Liberation. He continues to wax nostalgic about those heady 1970s days,
even when many like Jewelle Gomez note that Gay Liberation's celebratory style was
much less available to African Americans who had commitments to their ethnic
cornmunitieslfamilies and could not always place sexuality first (Schneider, 1999).

Despite some worries about misogyny (woman-hating) in gay culture and the fact
that his own work contains an acknowledged debt to feminist thinking (Ashbolt,
1998; Altman, 1999), there is little recognition in Altman's approach that Gay
Liberation's pro-sex agenda was a major political problem for lesbians and feminists
generally (Shepard, 2001; Khan, 1999).5 AIrman remains largely uncritical of the ways
In which this pro-sex agenda might have been exclusionary. Indeed, Gay Liberation,
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for all of its radicalism, may be seen as remaining focused upon the experience of
white middle- and upper-cl~ss ~e~ who priv.ileged. sexuality precisely because ~~'
faced no other areas of marginalisation, Gay Liberation may be viewed, like WOIll ,Y
Liberation, as offering a much more limited form of political struggle than it Was enspre-
pared to acknowledge.

Conclusion: Altman and contemporary theorising

Altman's combination of Liberationist and Libertarian politics raises some questions
about its seeming polar opposite, Queer Theory. As noted earlier, Altman has asserted
some points of influence and even direct links. For example, the Libertarian strand
may be regarded as taken up by some promoting a consumerist, lifestyle-oriented
Queer agenda that focuses on fashioning an individualist, sexualised identity, while
the Liberationist strand remains evident in anti-capitalist, social justice-oriented Queer
approaches (see, for example, Seidman, 1993). Yet, despite these potential connec_
tions, Altman himself is unpersuaded by Queer (Altman, 1999). Perhaps this is
because he seems nowadays to be rather more ambiguous about his own Libertarian
agenda and largely remains an advocate of Liberationist Identity politics. Altman
affirms either a human identity or gay and lesbian communal identities. This places
him at sOJTIedistance from Queer objections to these identities. He does not go so far'
in his criticisms of Queer as some other Gay Liberationists like Craig Johnston, who
declares, 'when I hear Queer I reach for my kalishnikov!' (Willett, 1999). Nevertheless,
Altman's irritation with Queer Theory in terms of its lack of recognition of earlier
forms of struggle concerned with abolishing sexual categories, and his antagonism to
Queer Theory's rejection of any form of stable identity, are quite as decisive. For Altman,
Sexuality Studies is still about defending the Gay community, including defending it
from those within it who wish to dissolve it.

Notes

1. See Chapter 10 and especially Chapter 10, note 2.
2. For the growth of reformism and the diminution of radicalism in the 19805, see

Duberrnan, 1998.
3. This 'neo-conservative' climate was characterised by a polemical advocacy of 'smaller

government', with the aim of reducing government responsibility for social services, such as
health and welfare, as well as reducing government involvement in ameliorating social
inequalities and discrimination. The rejection of government responsibility was commonly
accompanied by a social conservatism involving a withdrawal of public compassion and sup-
port from the marginalised, including those dealing with the AIDS epidemic. See Whittle,
1996: 199-200; Duberman, 2002a; Andriote, 1999; Tolson and Ewers, 2004; Greenberg,
1992; Waldman, 1986.

4. Check Glossary for accounts of Marx and Marxism. See also Outhwaite and Bottomore,
1993; Beilharz, 1991: 168-74. For accounts of the work of Sigmund Freud and psycho-
analysis, see Chapters 4 and 5 of this book.

5. For perhaps the most antagonistic feminist assessment of Libertarianism in relation to
its impact in the sexual revolution of the 1960s and 1970s and its ongoing presence within
Queer Theory, see Jeffreys, 1990, 1994b.
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Social Constructionism:
Jackson, Weeks

Ispent some time in the section dealing with Feminism (Part 1) discussing Modernist
thinking, including Emancipatory Humanist, Gender Difference, and Race/erhnicity/
imperialism perspectives. I mentioned the Social Constructionist approach only in pass-
ing (see Chapter 1) but return to it here largely because, while it has a diminished sig-
nificance in Feminism (Jackson, 1998a: 25), the approach remains very important in
Sexuality (and Masculinity) Studies. Social Constructionism, on the one hand, resists
any set or fixed content to identities (rejects, for example, any notion of 'woman' or
'lesbian' as having certain set qualities), but also refuses'the Postmodern antagonism to
identity. Gender and sexuality are not, within this framework, simply a matter of iden-
tity differences but of hierarchical social division analogous to class and founded upon
concrete material oppression (Jackson, 1998b: 139). As can be seen in Chapter 10
(Figure 10.2), the Social Constructionist (SC) position sits at the borderlands of the
Modernist-Postmodern continuum, even if fairly firmly on the former side of the
boundary.

Figure 10.2 draws attention to the five main theoretical directions in Sexuality
Studies, including (1) Emancipatory, (2) (Singular) Sexuality Difference, (3) (Multiple)
Differences, (4) Social Constructionist, and (5) Postmodern approaches. In this chap-
ter, I skip over discussion of (2) Sexuality Difference - which offers a version of an
Identity politics framework - and (3) Differences. Instead, Imove directly on from the
discussion of emancipatory Liberationist thinking in Chapter 11 to Social
Constructionist thinking within Sexuality Studies. Iadopt this strategy in part because
Ihave spent some time already in the context of Feminism considering the character-
istics of Identity politics (the singular Difference framework). The particular interpre-
tation of it in Sexuality Studies will in any case be examined in the process of
considering other theoretical trajectories.

Even though I also skip over the Differences trajectory in Sexuality Studies, I nev-
ertheless discuss it in other locations. The Differences grouping includes writers
attending to 'sex radicalism', as well as those concerned with sexuality minority
groupings and with Transgender theorising. Ihave chosen to discuss Transgender the-
?rising under the heading of PostmoderniQueer to avoid duplication because it arises
In both Differences and PostmoderniQueer frameworks and because such theorising
IS increasingly perceived as providing the case par excellence for Queer Theory. The
~ifferences framework also includes writers dealing with race/ethnicity/imperialism.
Since I have skipped this framework in Sexuality Studies, I instead mention race/
ethnicity/imperialism matters as they arise in other settings. For instance, the Social
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Constructionist trajectory in Sexuality Studies often pays considerable attention to
historical and cultural specificity. However, these accounts of race/ethnicity/imperialism
are usually more concerned with broadly cultural, anthropological or cross-cultural
analysis. I draw more clearly on writers speaking from a position of marginalisation
related to race/ethnicity/imperialism writings when considering Postrnodern/Queer
Theory. In other words, I briefly consider the REI Differences literature and its
impact in Sexuality Studies when comparing its alternative viewpoint from that of
the Postrnodern/Queer framework.

Having explained how Ihave undertaken my examination of Sexuality Studies, I now
move to examine the characteristics of the fourth main theoretical direction in this sub-
field. Social Constructionism (SC) is a Modernist position in terms of its continuing
engagement with identity as a basis for politics, its tendency to conceive power as
oppressive (largely negative or constraining), and its focus on structural limits associated
with large-scale forms of power (such as capitalism). Power is more materially specific
and less fluid in SC accounts than in Postmodern analyses.' Nevertheless, SC writers
share with Postmodernism a stress upon social (that is, changeable) construction and a
refusal in particular of any simple recourse to biological or natural explanations, even if
their constructionism is not as all-embracing as that of Postmodern thinkers.

In this chapter I want to outline certain critical features of Social Constructionism,
including:

1. The critique of essentialism (especially the critique of biological explanations for social
matters).

2. The strong focus on the material (economic in particular) and historical basis of social
construction (specifically on variation within specific limits, which constrain fluidity).

3. The difference between this approach and that of Postmodernism, given that the latter
is ironically more thoroughly social constructionist than Social Constructionism.

4. SC politics.

Iwill then turn briefly to debates.

Critique of Essentialism

Some writers, such as Diana Fuss (1989: 9, 18) and Gayatri Spivak (1984-85:
183-4), have noted that it may be difficult to entirely escape from or dispense with
notions of identity or notions of some stable essence in considering sexuality or gen-
der. Social Constructionist (SC) writers do, as we shall see, tend to agree with Fuss
and Spivak that some usage of less simplistic and homogeneous identity categories
may be strategically necessary. Nevertheless, what is specifically associated with SC
is its critique of notions of 'essentialism' in Sexuality Studies.

SC writers challenge sexual essentialism, as Jeffrey Weeks (1985: 8) notes, by
rejecting forms of thinking which reduce any sexual phenomena to some central
core or 'inner truth'. In general, sexual essentialism amounts to universalised and
often biologically based understandings of sex acts, sexual identities or sexuality
per se. Sexual essentialism is the belief in the deep, unchanging, innate character of
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sexuality such that its biological basis is viewed as 'uncontaminated by cultural
influences' (Jackson and Scott, 1996: 11).

What is significant about SC is that, as Carol Vance (1992: 133) points out, it chal-
lenges the eternal, universal or natural status of gender and sexuality. Why is this sig-
nificant? Because for most, if not all of us, sexual essentialism was 'our first way of
thinking about sexuality' and it still remains the dominant way of thinking, the taken-
for-granted way of understanding sexuality in our culture. For example, it is almost
entirely taken as given in our culture that men are somehow more sexual beings than
women on the basis of some innate drive, such that men who do not conform to this
conception are considered odd, deviant, unnatural- that is, not proper, real men.

Social Constructionist perspectives vary in degree. I have already intimated that
Postmodernism offers a strong, extremely radical version of social constructionist
thinking, to the point of questioning any essence to identity or any set bodily foun-
dation to identity. There is in Postmodernism no set basis for the 'human', 'women',
'men', or to sexuality beyond perhaps a very nominal bodily set of conditions (such
as, humans must eat). Social Constructionism as the proper name for the grouping
of self-designated thinkers tends to offer an approach which pulls back somewhat
from this complete anti-foundationalism (see Glossary for terms like foundational-
ism). By contrast; SC writers proceed to argue that sexuality may have varying social
significance in different cultures and historical periods. The SC writers stress specific
social variation and complexity rather than emphasising virtually unlimited elasticity
or fluidity (mutability per se). In short, they stress specific variations/complexity rather
than broad, often more abstract notions of fluidity/instability.

SC writers offer a culturalist or social nurture argument (as against a nature argu-
ment) for human relations. Rather than challenging any continuing basis for set
identity, they focus on refusing simple or singular accounts of identity. This is their
grounds for rejecting biological reductionist thinking, such as the simple reduction
to biological explanation found in the notion that men rape because of a biological
drive to spread their sperm. The inclination to reject reductionism and to pursue
notions of specific historical/cultural variation means that, 'all social constructionists'
will, at a minimum, assert that similar sex acts like sodomy do not have 'a universal
social meaning' (Vance, 1992: 134). Sex acts do not always have an identical mean-
ing in terms of sexual identities or social location. Sodomy, for example, may not
always mean homosexuality or social marginalisation or any particular community
belonging.

Many contemporary Social Constructionist writers would go further and also
aSsume that desire is not innately channelled - that is, heterosexual/homosexual
'object choices' are not biologically written into one's genetic make-up or proscribed
~s drives by the imperatives of evolution (see, for example, Weeks' critique of
SOCiobiology' in Weeks, 1985: 108-20, 246-50). For these SC writers there is 'no
essence of homosexuality' or heterosexuality (Ibid.: 6) .
. Finally, a smaller number of contemporary Social Constructionist thinkers (espe-

Ciallythose influenced by Postmodernism) would assert that desire/sexuality itself is
not biologically inevitable in the sense that there is 'no essential, undifferentiated
s:Xual impulse, ... drive or lust which resides in the body due to physiological func-
tioning and sensation' (Vance, 1992: 134). These writers offer a repudiation of the
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Libertarian view of sexuality as an inherent universal drive and as necessar'l
subversive of social relations (Weeks, 1985: 5). In other words, they offer a refuta/ Y
of the Dennis Altman position outlined in the previous chapter. Sexuality in tl~n
analysis is remo;ed !rom its pedestal as the expr~ssion of the 'natural', the anirn~~
within, that which IS untouched and uncontaminated by culture and necessaril
rebellious in opposition to 'civilisation' and order. Such romantic conceptions a/
discounted in these more radical o,r th?roug?-going Social Constructionist writings~
Such writings assert that sexuality Itself IS constructed by culture and history
(Vance, 1992: 135).

Not all SC writers accept the utter renunciation of any inherent sexuality or seXual
desire/impulse, but all assert that biology and bodies can explain very little and that
the social constitution of Sexuality is highly variable (Weeks, 1985: 6). There are
evident links here between Social Constructionism and social anthropology. However
the emergence of Social Constructionism in Sexuality Studies is commonly associ:
ated with the refutation of essentialism in the work of sociologist Mary McIntosh
the 'symbolic interactionist' approach of John Gagnon and William Simon, and
Michel Foucault's Postmodern framework (Richardson, 2001: 14018; Jackson
1996b: 62-73; Weeks, 2001: 13998-9). '

Focus on a material/historical approach
to Sexuality Studies

The stress on the variable social construction of sexuality in Social Constructionism
leads writers like Stevi Jackson and Jeffrey Weeks, among others, to note how this
trajectory rejects much that has been associated with the subfield of Sexuality
Studies. They outline in a typical SC fashion a critical history of approaches in the
subfield. In other words, they subject the subfield itself to a social constructionist form
of appraisal, focusing upon the socio-historical formation of its several varieties.
Their analysis tells us much about central features of the Social Constructionist par-
adigm, as well assisting us in providing a brief map of the historical terrain of the
Sexuality Studies subfield (Figure 12.1).

SC writers like Jackson, Weeks and Segal point out that the 'chief guardians' of
what is defined as sexual in modern Western societies were pioneer sexologists and
sex reformers of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, including
Havelock Ellis in England, Magnus Hirschfeld in Germany, Richard von Krafft-
Ebbing and, of course, Sigmund Freud. These were scientists of the 'laws of nature'
(Weeks, 1985: 64). They studied sexual activity and sexuality as an aspect of study-
ing natural phenomenon. These scientists were mostly in favour of removing laws
against homosexuality and all proposed to remove ignorance by subjecting sexual-
ity to medical scientific analysis (see Chapter 10 for discussion of these sexologists'
work). They assumed at all times that sexuality was the manifestation of natural
instinct, that sex was of deep significance to the self and a necessary aspect of
'health' and normality. In addition, these early sexologists believed that sex was an
overpowering and unruly force kept under wraps by social constraints - a forceout-
side and against society (Weeks, 1985: 11,81). While some, like Freud, refused any
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Figure 12.1 Social Constructionism's account of the development of Sexuality
Studies

Sexology
(s.q. Ellis, Freud, Krafft-Ebbing)

1
Sex Difference Research

1
Sociobiology

1
____ ) Libertarian Gay Liberation ~•• _

(gay/lesbian coalition)
Women's
Liberation

Black Power
(racial Liberation)

j j
Gay Identity Politics

(libertarian)

1
Women-centred Identity Politics

~ . ). (women as nurtunng

Queer
(libertarianism?)

straightforward connection between bodies, sexuality and gender, most assumed
that sexuality had innately gender differentiated forms. However, even if they perceived
women and men as partaking of a naturalised sexuality differently and to different
degrees, these sexologists offered a broadly 'hydraulic' model of sexuality. Sex in this
model is like a gushing stream that may be dangerously dammed up or given full rein,
or better still channelled into socially appropriate directions. Whatever the case, there
was ultimately in their view no healthy way of stopping this stream. Sex was literally
a force of nature.

SC writers draw attention to the essentialist construction of sexuality in these
accounts. They note the ongoing salience of this sexual essentialism in later analyses.
For example, they point out its continuance in the sexology of the twentieth century
(for example, in Alfred Kinsey's large-scale surveys), in 'sex differences' research
which is still prominent in the discipline of Psychology, and in the genetic deterrnin-
Ism of sociobiology which still dominates popular understandings of the scientific
objective study of sexuality today (Segal, 1999: 153-9; Weeks, 1985: 108-20).
However, perhaps more significantly, writers like Jackson, Weeks and Segal assert
that the notion of sex as an essence, a core intrinsic unchanging force outside culture,
also runs through the critical Sexuality Studies that is the focus of this book. They
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cite the durability of this notion ~~en in ostensibly progressive theories arising frotn
critical analyses of heteronormativiry. For example, the emergence of the mass 'Ga
Liberation' movement of the 1960s and 1970s put forward a celebration of a un~
versa Ilibertarian polymorphous human sexuality drawing upon Marcuse, Marx and
Freud, as well as the liberationist rhetoric of the Black Power movement. The aim, as
Altman has noted, was to break down socially constructed divisions between sexual
identities and to overthrow sexual repression and liberate 'nature'. (By contrast
Women's LiberationlFeminism displayed considerable ambiguity towards the notio~
of a sexual revolution and notions of sexual essentialism.)

By the 19805, these SC writers argue, essentialist accounts of innate 'human' sexual_
iry had been largely replaced by essentialist separatist sexual identities. Gay men and
lesbians both asserted the notion of separate and deeply founded sexual identities
(which were reminiscent of notions of ethnic minority identities) (Ehrenreich, 1983; see
also Altman, 2001: 5896; Seidman, 1993: 117-26). Sometimes these identity-based
forms of sexual essentialism claimed support from sociobiological arguments - that is
employed ideas of a genetic basis for homosexuality - or support from notions of bio.
logical sex differences - such as in the work of Mary Daly (1978; see also Chapter 4).
Using such claims, homosexuality could be asserted as natural, not as sinful wilfulness
but as something one could not help (Weeks, 1985: 199). Gay men departed from les-
bians, however, in also continuing to support a strongly libertarian approach as an
aspect of gay men's identity and gay community (Seidman, 1993: 123).

Feminists (including lesbian feminists) were increasingly inclined to reject notions
of human or masculine (or even gay masculine) sexuality as an expression of
'nature'. Rather, sexuality within feminist approaches tended to be more likely to
support accounts of sex as socially constructed and to be less essentialist about sex-
uality per se - that is, to be less Libertarian. Because they were more inclined to view
sexuality as social, as embedded in contemporary power relations, feminists were
decidedly uncertain about the particular forms of sexuality available to women in con-
temporary societies (see, for example, Leeds Revolutionary Feminists, 1981; Bunch,
1987; MacKinnon, 1982; Dworkin, 1987; Kelly, 1988). Although others were certainly
less pessimistic, Sheila Jeffreys (1990) blankly asserted that 'sexual liberation' was not
in women's interests. The main stance in Feminism during this period was not essen-
tialist about sexuality but rather essentialist about women's distinct gender identity -
as expressed in women-centred feminism. This identity was increasingly seen as
distinctly at a distance from conceptions of sex as (natural) polymorphous pleasure
that simply needed to be unchained and expanded. Women-centred feminism became
associated with an antagonism to Libertarian conceptions of sex, a position which
to some dissenting feminists appeared to be 'anti-sex'.

This debate, which centred on arguments about whether expansion of sexual
choices might include feminists embracing sadomasochism (S/M) and pornography,
gave rise to the so-called 'sex wars' between women-centred feminists who eschewed
Libertarianism, which they saw as about men's sexuality rather than women's, and
'sex radicals' who did not.' At stake, according to Social Constructionist commenta-
tors, were different versions of essentialism, the former rooted in gender essentialism
and the latter in sexual essentialism. The result within Sexuality Studies was that
many lesbians returned to a coalition politics with gay men under the banner of
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Queer. Queer Theory was precisely predicated upon the rejection of Identity politics,
in particular gender Identity politics, but it is a matter of debate whether it has been
as thorough in its critique of libertarian sexual essentialism.

The critiques of Identity politics that arose in the late 1980s and 1990s produced an
increasing emphasis upon social construction, which fuelled both Social Construc-
tionist and Postmodern/Queer frameworks (Vance, 1992: 132-6). Nevertheless, the SC
approach itself tended to continue the divisions along sexual/gender identity lines. Gay
writers like Jeffrey Weeks tend to retain a strong affiliation to a 'sex affirmative' or
'pro-sex' approach (even as he rejects the individualism of Libertarianism), while fem-
inist writers like Stevi Jackson tend to offer more 'sex critical' perspectives (for another
feminist perspective, see Kitzinger, 1994).3 Both, however, dissent from 'the extreme
constructionism' of Postmoderrt approaches (Weeks, 1985: 200; Jackson, 1998b: 138).

Critique of Postmodernism

Social Constructionist writers do follow' aspects of the work of the Postmodern
writer Michel Foucault. They follow Foucault's rejection of sexuality as simply nat-
ural, his refusal of sexuality as simply the expression of a biological drive, and his
insistence on the cultural historical character of sexual identities. Like Foucault,
they argue that sexualities are a matter of social sexual categories. Nevertheless,
they are disinclined to reject entirely, as Foucault does, the political benefits of Identity
politics (Seidman, 1993: 127). Moreover, while SC sets up biological essentialism as
its nemesis, these writers do not totally refuse status to the body. For SC writers, the
body is not emptied of meaning, nor is it a passive surface that is entirely socially
shaped, as is the case in the works of Queer Theory writers like Judith Butler
(Jackson, 1998b: 142). SC notes the limits imposed by the body and grants the body
some determining input into social forms. As Diane Richardson (1993a: 78) puts it:
'clearly there are limits imposed by the body. We are for instance capable of expe-
riencing different things depending on whether we have a vagina or a penis'. There are
'biological parameters' in this analysis, though 'biology is not destiny in any absolute
sense' (Jackson, 1999: 31). This is a step back from the strong anti-foundationalist
tenor of Butler's PostmodernlQueer analysis of the body.

Political stance

Social Constructionism remains on the side of Modernism with respect to main-
taining a place for identity, and for bodily trajectories that are not simply reducible
to Culture and social construction. Moreover, they emphasise above all the material
and economic nature of sexualities, offering a macro and structural institutional
aCCOunt of sexual politics that is often linked to capitalism (Weeks, 1985: 6;
D'Emilio, 1997). Although the institutional orientation in SC is also in keeping with.
Foucault's Postmodern work, many contemporary Postmodernists focus on a poli-
tics against and around identity rather than, as Seidman (1993: 127-37) puts it, a
politics of institutional subversion. Indeed, SC (by contrast with Postmodernism)
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has a strongly Marxian flavour, or at least is associated with interpretations of
Marxist analyses, which highlight material economic matters in social organisation
(see Glossary for the term 'Marxism'). This Marxian tinge retains the tendency of
radical Left politics, which sees sexuality as only one focus of political thinking. By
comparison, PostmoderniQueer Theory has an almost singular concentration on sex-
uality as a means to politics. In one sense Social Constructionism is a contemporary
version of Gay Liberation, without its emancipatory universalism and Libertarian
overtones. The Social Constructionist framework continues the practical political
and Left focus of this earlier movement.

Debates

There are several common cnticrsms of the Social Constructionist trajectory in
Sexuality Studies. For instance, it is sometimes argued that the stress on 'social con-
struction' may lead to a voluntarist approach. It may seem as if sexuality is merely
cognitive, a matter of voluntary choice, and may inadvertently de-emphasise the
coercive aspects of sexuality, as well as its deep and recalcitrant investments for
individual subjects. Weeks' (2001: 14000) reply to this criticism is that the social
formation of sexual identities does not undermine 'the fact that they are fully lived
as real' and that they cannot 'readily be sloughed off'.

Stressing social construction may also not solve the status of the body and the
question of essentialism. Carol Vance looks at genital mutilation of women in North
Africa as a means to consider this question. If we stress social construction of sexu-
ality, does this mean that we cannot speak of 'mutilation' or body rights or presume
that women who have had their clitorises removed have had their sexual respon-
siveness diminished. After all, if sexuality is socially constituted, we cannot assume
any pre-existent character to sexual requirements or pleasure. And if we do still
think that these women have in any sense been sexually mutilated, does this indicate
that we are still stuck with a physiological/biological/essentialist mindset? Or does
this mean that Social Constructionism has evident limits?

Finally, if sexuality is socially constructed and varies over places and times, how
are we to construct an analysis of sexuality? What is sexuality? Is a relationship
between British middle-class women in the nineteenth century, which does not
involve genital contact, sexual? It was not, after all, seen in social terms as sexual at
that time. Are certain Papuan rites of manhood, which involve fellatio and ingestion
of semen (Herdt, 1981, 1997), homosexual or even sexual? How do we know some-
thing is sexual? Are we still reliant upon something that looks very like an essence,
a universal foundational and naturalised understanding of sexuality that is recog-
nisable as sexuality forever and everywhere?

Conclusion

Social Constructionism rests precisely upon its account of sexuality as socially struc-
tured rather than merely a matter of voluntary personal choice or biological mecha-
nisms. However, as the debates outlined above indicate, Social Constructionism may
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not have solved the very things which it takes as central to its viewpoint. This issue
is taken up in more depth in the following chapter on the work of Jeffrey Weeks.

Notes

1. For example, compare the social constructionist work of Gilbert Herdt (1981, 1997)
with the postmodern approach of Judith Butler (1993a, [1991] 1993b).

2. For exemplary instances of these opposing views, see Jeffreys (1996), on the one hand,
for a 'sex critical', women-centred account, and Califia (1996), on the other, for a 'sex radi-
calor 'pro-sex' position. For overviews of this 'sex wars' debate between feminists empha-
sising the dangers of sexuality in contemporary society and those who would celebrate its
pleasures and potential for social subversion, see Richardson, 1993a, 1993b. See also
Weigman, 2001a: 370; Rubin, 1984, 1994; Califia, 1980, 1996; Wectvsler, 1981; Echols,
1983a; Jeffreys, 1990, 1994a; Barry, 1982; Raymond, 1979; Linden et al., 1982; and brief
discussion in Chapter 18, as well as note 3 below.

3. This division along identity lines (gay versus feminist) over the possibilities of sexuality
was marked in the 1970s and 19805 but it became less evident through the 1980s and in any
casewas by no means absolute. For instance, feminist writers Carol Vance (1984) and Lynne
Segal (1990) were inclined to line up with the more 'sex affirmative' position of gay writer,
JeffreyWeeks.



Social Constructionism: Weeks

My aim in this chapter is to focus more closely on one of the major Social
Constructionist (SC) writers in the subfield of Sexuality Studies - that is, Jeffrey
Weeks. Weeks is one the world's leading historians and sociologists of sexuality. He
is a good example of the tendencies of contemporary Social Constructionism because
he is British, Socialist and shows signs of both contributing to and retreating from
Identity politics as well as Queer Theory's 'extreme constructionist' criticisms of iden-
tity (Weeks, 1985: 200).

Why mention these elements? As I noted in Chapter 12, SC offers a culture-
specific, socio-historical analysis of Sexuality Studies, including of Queer.' It is
appropriate to apply in turn this approach to SC itself, to contextualise its approach.
In keeping with the SC approach, we too can consider the ways in which theories
develop out of, rather than in isolation from, a cultural context. On this basis, it is
useful to observe that Social Constructionism is a designated label for a particular
grouping of thinkers in Sexuality Studies (as against social constructionism written
in lower case, which refers to a broad anti-essentialist stance). SC is much more
likely to be espoused in Britain than in the USA - in contrast to Queer Theory - and,
relatedly, is strongly associated with an inclination to address class and material
social and political conditions. SC is, in other words, a perspective that speaks from a
more macro and sociological/historical/anthropological viewpoint, a 'social science'
viewpoint, than Queer Theory generally does. Queer Theory, in contrast, has in broad
terms been more thoroughly taken up in North America, and is typically more focused
upon the question of individual identity and upon cultural/symbolic and literary/
textual issues (Hostetler and Herdt, 1998: 249; Weeks, 1995: 115). Other English-
speaking countries have different relationships to these approaches. Australia, for
example, seems as usual to have developed something of a hybrid of both traditions.
Weeks, in many ways, exemplifies the 'British' mode of sc.

SC represents a form of thinking that is in a number of respects an intermediate
position. It offers a position somewhere between gay/lesbian identity politics and
Queer Theory. Weeks, for instance, partakes of and resists sexual identities and
communities. He contributes to both an identity-based politics and to Queer theo-
rising, as well as offering a critique of both. This is a position that both reflects gay/
lesbian divisions and undercuts these divisions. For those of you who see some dif-
ficulties with identities, yet remain unpersuaded by Queer, this may be the position
for you.
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In order to outline Weeks' contribution to SC I will first consider his critique of
biological and identity-based essentialism, as well as his support for a 'constructed'
account of social life and sexual identity. Secondly, I will outline his retreat from or
wariness regarding the more thoroughly social constructionist position of Queer
Theory, inasmuch as Queer involves a refusal of stable identity. Finally, I suggest
some problems with and advantages of this position.

Anti-essentialism

Weeks has been a prolific writer in Sexuality Studies. His earliest book, Coming
Out: Homosexual Politics in Britain from the Nineteenth Century to the Present,
was published in 1977, riot long after Dennis Altman's Homosexual: Oppression
and Liberation (1971) (see Chapter 11). However, its approach is significantly differ-
ent. As against Altman's support for liberation of an innate sexuality from (sexual)
repression, Weeks questions the truth of sexuality in 'nature' and any identity-based
essence (Weeks, 1985: ix). Weeks, like Altman, was and is involved in the gay move-
ment but proposes in Coming Out:

the historical variability and mutability of sexual identity in qenera) and the gay identity
in particular .... the idea that there is such a person as a 'homosexual' (or indeed a 'het-
erosexual') is a relatively recent phenomenon .... This of course, propels us into a
whirlwind of deconstruction. (Ibid.: 6, emphasis added)

Weeks' approach in Coming Out rejects the Freudian 'sexual repression' theory
pursued by Altman (following Marcuse) and other Libertarian Liberationists. In
other words, Weeks rejects an innate conception of sexuality and any account that
presumes a set biological core can explain human behaviour. This SC approach also
uses the example of 'the homosexual' to demonstrate that the issue was not the
repression of a natural asocial sexuality but the socio-historical production of sex-
uality and sexualities. Weeks points out that while homoerotic behaviour or 'acts'
have 'most likely occurred at all dines and places ... the emergence of the 'homo-
sexual 'as a distinct category of personhood is a late-modern Western phenomenon'
(Hostetler and Herdt, 1998: 249).

Weeks, in the first instance, rejects biological essentialism. He rejects the notion
of a timeless, universal natural - that is, purely physiological - sexuality, at odds
with social organisation and power. In the second instance, he rejects identity-based
essentialism - that is, the presumption of sexual/gender categories as set eternals
that are expressed in a linear unchanging stream throughout history (Weeks, 1985:
6). Such a perspective refuses the notion of power as acting to repress these essen-
~ial identities and instead supports an account of social power as actually involved
in the construction of (sexual) identities. It is a perspective which has much in com-
mOn with the work of Michel Foucault, the Postmodern writer now commonly seen
as the father of Queer Theory, and indeed as the predominant thinker of contem-
porary Sexuality Studies per se (an authority he would no doubt have resisted)
(McRuer, 2002: 227),2
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Holding on to identity?: Weeks's equivocal
relation,ship with Foucault and Queer thinking

Foucault's History of Sexuality: Volume One has been a pervasively influential
book in this subfield. It was first published in French in 1976 and was available in
English translation in 1978 (Butler, 1993d: 82). Foucault's analysis was published
shortly after that of Altman and was contemporaneous with that of Weeks. It shares
many similar ideas with Weeks' approach. Foucault, for example, like Weeks,
rejected the 'repressive hypothesis' and in the History of Sexuality insisted that while
for most of the nineteenth century 'the sodomite had been a temporary abberation;
the homosexual was now a species' (of person) (cited in Traub, 1999: 363).

As a result of the work of Social Constructionists like Weeks and the Postmodern
work of Foucault, it is now widely accepted in Sexuality Studies that the notion of sex-
uality and sexual identities as being a matter of unchanging, untouched nature -
nature 'in the raw' - is a 'modernist myth' (Hostetler and Herdt, 1998). Moreover,
their work has also led to wide acceptance in Sexuality Studies of an 'axiomatic' dis-
tinction between sex acts and identities, such that while sex acts may occur through-
out history, by contrast sexual identity is viewed as a peculiarly modern invention. The
exemplary case here, for both Weeks and Foucault, is that 'there was no category of
"homosexuality" before the nineteenth century, but only of sodomy' (Traub, 1999:
363, emphasis added). I would add however that positions regarding the rejection of
biological explanation or identity based essentialism taken as axiomatic in Sexuality
Studies, are not necessarily accepted by sexuality activists or sex researchers who con-
tinue to be strongly influenced by biological or fixed identity-based accounts.

Despite the contemporaneous overlaps between the approaches of Weeks and
Foucault, Weeks is nevertheless regularly regarded as contributing to Queer Theory's
germination (McRuer, 2002). He is often seen as offering a perspective associated with
Foucault, as 'a pioneer of queer sociology', or as heavily reliant on Foucault and
Queer thinking (Heath and Stacey, 2002; Ferrari, 2002). Weeks, in other words, is
frequently viewed as somehow just a footnote to Foucault. Just as feminist approaches
to Sexuality Studies are sometimes subsumed under the development of Queer - as
either contributing to or resisting Queer - such that Foucault's centrality and Master
status in Sexuality Studies is always affirmed, so too are SC perspectives frequently
obscured by presenting them as merely helping in the final end-product of Foucauldian
Queer Theory. Consequently, SC perspectives may be presented as 'following in
[Foucault's] wake' (Traub, 1999) even if, in the case of Weeks, the work is contem-
poraneous with or precedes Foucault's. This is not a competition to head a team, but
it is often oddly represented as if it were. Such is Queer's influence in contemporary
Sexuality Studies that the diversity of approaches in the subfield, as well as overlaps
between these approaches, are frequently underestimated.

Weeks' work in the 1980s remained focused particularly on two targets. First, he
concentrates in this work on the question of biological reductionism and under-
mining the reification and consolidation of unproblematic collective sexual cate-
gories (identity categories) (see Weeks, 1985). He is preoccupied with the critique of
essentialism. Secondly, he offers a detailed examination of the 'social organization
of sexuality', in particular the social construction of identity categories. Specifically,
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this is considered along the lines of asking how shifts in social meaning and sexual
labelling occur. For example, he considers the shifts from 'socially labelled "sodomite"
to legally categorized homosexual to criminalized homosexual' (Ferrari, 2002), to
notions of gay identity as a minority identity (like 'ethnic minority' in which gay is
less a sexual classification and more a particular type of person) (Weeks, 1985: 8,
195, 1995: 110). These two themes (critique of essentialism and historical focus
on sexual constructions) are extended in Weeks' publications during the 1980s. In
Sex, Politics and Society: The Regulation of Sexuality since 1800 (1981) Weeks
links capitalism to the historical development of sexuality, and in Sexuality and its
Discontents (1985) he discusses modern debates and identities.

By the 1990s and 2000s, however, Weeks' focus shifted somewhat. He becomes
less interested in pointing out the problems of biological essentialism, but continues
to reject any simple identity politics, while outlining the historically and socially
contextual nature of sexual experiences and identities. This amounts to support for
rendering visible socially constructed but marginalised identities (see Seidman,
1993: 125-7). In the co-edited book Between the Acts: Lives of Homosexual Men
1885-1967 (first edition 1991, second edition 1998), which is devoted to the period
in British law when sexual activities between men where criminalised, Weeks fur-
ther outlines the development of homosexual sub-cultures and identities in Britain
(see also the use of Weeks' perspective in Losey and Brewer, 2000). In two other
books produced in the 1990s and 2000s (Invented Moralities: Sexual Values in an
Age of Uncertainty, (1995) and Same Sex Intimacies: Families of Choice and other
Life Experiments (2001)) he outlines, in a largely celebratory fashion, the ways in
which non-heterosexual ethical practices and intimate relationships offer new commu-
nity identities and community ideals. In the latter work (in concert with co-authors)
Weeks suggests that the lesbian and gay community offers distinctive, innovative
and seemingly superior patterns of reciprocity and care. 'Like most prior research',
the co-authors find that gays/lesbians subscribe to egalitarianism and seek to over-
come inequalities in their relationships based on race/class/gender. Relatedly, these
groups 'divide emotional and household labour more flexibly and equitably' than
heterosexual partners. This 'very optimistic' account (Heath and Stacey, 2002) pre-
serves a portrait of community that clearly does not involve a rejection of identity
along Queer Theory lines.

Indeed, the problems associated with this kind of identity-based community por-
trait, to which Queer Theory has drawn attention, are evident in a similar book by
David Nimmons, entitled The Soul Beneath the Skin (2002). In this book Nimmons
asserts that gay males have a different and superior set of 'personal ethics and com-
munity institutions' compared with heterosexual men. He cites the comparative
absence of gay male community violence, the high rate of volunteerism among gay
men, and notes gay men's consistently higher scores in studies measuring empathy and
altruism. However, Nimmons does not explain this in terms of a socially constructed
sexual self but rather in terms of innate differences (Nimmons, 2002; Duberman,
~002b: 42). This example indicates how Weeks' support for identity-based communi-
ties sometimes looks disconcertingly similar to the essentialist politics he disavows.

Nevertheless, Weeks' position is clearly an intermediate one. On the one hand, he
criticises notions of fixed identities and dearly perceives such identities as the result of
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'socia-historical transformations'rather than as 'the outgrowth of esse . I .
. . , h 1 h ntla Intcharacterisncs (Weeks, 1985: 201). Yet, on t e otner and, he refuses t ernal

identity or entirely support conceptions of fluidity associated with Queer ~hrenounce
notes as early as 1985 that 'coming out' as a homosexual, speaking as a ho eory. Be
and hence asserting an identity, challenges and subverts oppressive represent n:Osexual
suggests new possibilities. Moreover, essentialist Identity politics enables~tlons and
'defence of minority status', consolidation of political gains and 'enhanc~1 e asserts,
gay con:~un!ty' (Ibid.: 2000.-1). ~x~reme rejection. of the value of stab7ee~~~~.of
and glorification of transgressive fluidity associated with Queer theorising W k tlty
gests (1995: 114-15), is itself no more or less than another socio-historic~l ee s sug.

particular
moment.

Clearly, in his view, assertions of identity such as 'coming Out' are not to b di
missed as merely reaffirming normative binaries. This involves a much greate e IS·

mitment to identity than Queer Theory would allow. (To consider this point r Corn·. It may
be useful to return to Chapters 8 and 9 to exam me Queer Theory in the f f. . Orrn 0
Butler's mterpretanon of Foucault.)

Critique of Queer

Weeks' critique of Queer Theory offers a way of demonstrating his intermediate
perspective. Like a number of other writers in the SC approach, Weeks proposes a
viewpoint in which identities are reclaimed, though simultaneously subject to criti-
cism. As compared with an emphasis on fluidity and diversity, Weeks suggests the
limits of deconstructing identities, the necessity of their strategic deployment and the
importance of projects and political activities which draw attention to the specific
socio-historical character of LGBTI (lesbian/gay/bisexualltransgenderlintersex) lives
and modes of organisation. His approach has much in common with the work of
Gilbert Herdt (1997) and Ken Plummer (1994) who both consider alternative terms
to 'sexual identity', such.as 'sexual lifeways' or 'sexual stories' respectively, in an
attempt to convey historical/cultural/individual flexibility while maintaining some
focus on identity continuity and coherence (Hostetler and Herdt, 1998: 249). The
intention in these writings is to try to recoup the meaningfulness of identities with-
out any essentialist or overly fixed baggage.

Weeks' contribution to a collection that is openly hostile to Queer theorising,
entitled Lesbian and Gay Studies (Sandfort et al., 2000), is telling (Weeks, 2000).
Here he refuses the 'rhetorical erasure of the gay or lesbian subject' (Hostetler and
Herdt, 1998) and explicitly argues that Queer focuses too much on diversity rather
than on commonalities in Lesbian and Gay Studies. His work regularly questions
both the fixity of Identity politics and the fluidity of Queer Theory in terms of their
narrow focus on the question of sexual identity (Weeks, 1985: 187). Instead, he
walks a path between determinacy and fluidity which contextualises sexual iden~ity
categories within the ordering frameworks of socio-historical periods and matenaU
economic shaping of class relations. In short, he attends to social location, maten·
ality, social structure and stability in identities, to their social fixity, as against offer·
ing a multi perspectival, open and slippery account.
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The two features of Weeks' work, reclaiming social identities and attending to
their social fixity, lead in tandem to Weeks expressing doubts about Queer politics
(Weeks, 1995: 116). While some feminists (such as Sheila Jeffries (1994b) and
Elizabeth Grosz (1994b)) have raised concerns about the subordination or erasure
of women and their particular relation to power within the term 'Queer', writers
like Weeks point to Queer Theory's elitism: 'It speaks most obviously to ... a rela-
tively narrow social stratum, largely of the progressive middle class' (Weeks, 1995:
116; for similar concerns, see also Escoffier, 1990; Malinowitz, 1993).

Relatedly, he finds a middle ground between the assirnilationist liberalism of
certain Identity politics writers (like Andrew Sullivan, writer of Virtually Normal,
1996) and the confrontational anti-assimilation, anti-orthodoxy, transgressive poli-
tics of Queer thinking. On this middle ground Weeks contributes to debates on sex-
ual citizenship and rights, despite the political limits of these conceptions in relation
to a radical transformative politics (Weeks, 1998).3 What is evident here once again
is Weeks' engagement with material/structural matters and a willingness to consider
the role of government and law in their constitutive impact on identities and poli-
tics (Goodman, 2001: 643). This appears very macro and Modernist in approach,"
as against the local and often symbolic iconography of Queer performative models
of political transgression. Weeks is disinclined to support an 'endless "queer" reac-
tivity ... a politics that valorizes and idealizes the "sexual outlaw" (Hostetler and
Herdt, 1998). Instead he offers a qualified defence of identities. 'If we deny their
validity too completely', he asks, 'are we disempowering ourselves from the best
means of mobilizing for radical change?' (Weeks, 1995: 37).

Debates

Yet Weeks' critical or qualified Modernism (see note 4 in this chapter), his support
for macro-social, anti-capitalist analysis and a politics drawing upon social identi-
ties and related notions of community has been {he subject of much debate. Does
his Social Constructionist agenda still leave us with some of the problems he has
himself associated with identity? Does he indeed return us to some of the problems
?f gay male Identity politics in particular? In this setting Weeks has been accused of
Ignoring feminist concerns about the relationship between sex, sexual identity and
power in his tendency to celebrate sexual identity. Shane Phelan (2000) argues that
~eeks, along with Queer theorist Steven Seidman, fails to 'get' feminism. She notes
lIStendency to be ill-informed about feminist scholarship (heterosexual and lesbian)
~nd ~is limited awareness of women's gendered subordination or issues of sexual
, O~l!1ance. In response, it could be reasonably argued that many feminists do not
get sexuality writings. Moreover, some Queer theorists would resist any require-
m.entthat Sexuality writings take account of Feminism. Nevertheless, Phelan's crit-
I~Ismhas some sting for Weeks' position. The criticism is particularly important
glV~~W~eks' very determined advocacy of a political coalition between gay men
an esblans, his focus all sexual ethics and his inclination to provide a perspective
~n com111uni[y care and responsibility that has much ill. common with feminist
pproaches (heterosexual and lesbian) which emphasise nurturance. In other words,
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Weeks .offers ~ SC. stance that is .strongly li~ked t~ feminist ~~endas reg~r~ing
egalitanan reciprocity, agendas typically associated WIth the position and actiVities
of women, as against a viewpoint that valorises being on top/being a 'top', which
are traditionally associated with masculinity. Phelan's critique of his work as failing
the feminist test matters in this context.

Her analysis raises questions about Weeks' inclination to subsume lesbians almost
entirely under the general theme of sexual autonomy, which may well not be ade-
quate to their concerns regarding their positioning as women. We might also raise
questions regarding his comments on the transgressive potential of macho-style gay
men as a refusal of any necessary equation between homosexuality and effeminacy.
The links between this mode of sexual identity and normative masculine dominance
go unremarked (Weeks, 1985: 49).

Similarly Weeks' celebration of same-sex families, in Same Sex Intimacies, as dis-
tinctively egalitarian and caring ignores 'less inspirational elements', such as the rate
of domestic violence in same-sex families, which ranks up there with heterosexual
domestic violence, and other problems including substance abuse (Duberman, 2002;
Heath and Stacey, 2002). Additionally, this book omits the 'marginalisation of les-
bians in gay communities and movements' as well as 'lesbian critiques of gay male
sexual practices and gender privileges' (Heath and Stacey, 2002).

Despite his clear concern with sexual ethics, Weeks is much less critical of sexual
relations between adult men and boys than he is of relations between adult men and
girls. While he argues that the latter, given the patriarchal power imbalance, is diffi-
cult to see as anything other than exploitive, he is less sure about men and boys (not
described as young children) and wants to insist that it is not sex that is the problem
but power. Although his view is very cautiously put, it seems curiously ahistorical, not
material, strangely liberal, as an analysis of the supposed availability of 'choice' open
to pubescent boys/young male teenagers in their dealing with male adults (Weeks,
1985: 225-30).

At times it appears as though Weeks could be accused of returning to a certain
kind of unexamined gay man's politics. If he does offer a celebratory apology for
gay men's sexuality without sufficient attention to power, this is a position that he
has himself rejected explicitly.

Conclusion

Weeks' work in many ways exemplifies contemporary Social Constructionism in
Sexuality Studies. He pays attention to the social and historical materiality of sexu-
ality, and his stress on social construction rests at the juncture of Modernist Identity
politics and Queer Theory. He refuses to disavow Identity politics, and yet repeat-
edly draws attention to the historical and hence changeable formation of identities.
Relatedly, Weeks emphasises both social fixity and social contingency. He appears
to offer a viewpoint that indicates potentially conflicting investments. This is par-
ticularly evident in regard to his analyses of gay identity. The problem may indeed
·be unacknowledged tensions, to the level of paralysing equivocation, in Social
Constructionism itself. Its 'middle ground' positioning may perhaps suggest new
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ways of thinking through the Modernist-Postmodern divide but may also limit its
usefulness.

Notes

1. Relatedly, Bob Connell (2000; 9) goes so far as to describe SC or materialist analysis as
'the ethnographic moment' in Masculinity Studies. See also Weeks, 1995: 115 .

2. For one account of the links between the social constructionist approaches of Weeks and
Foucault, see Turner, 2000.

3. For a Queer social constructionist account of the links between citizenship and sexuality,
seeBell and Binnie, 2000.

4. Indeed, Weeks specifically asserts the promise of 'radical humanism', the latter term
beingstrongly associated with large-scale Modernist frames of reference. Yet at the same time
he declares himself on the side of the 'particularistic' rather than 'universalistic' forms of
analysis. It would seem that Weeks partakes of a qualified Modernism in which macro theo-
retical themes and ethics are combined with the use of historical detail. (Weeks, 1995; 12 and
6 respectively).


